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"A person can't be viewed in a glass jar: prisoners are individuals"
2-THE ADVOCATE, Wednesday, November 1,1972
Law Students Tour Women's
by Judy Armatta '
Students from Professor James Starts' Criminal Law
class who visited the Federal reformatory for Women
at Alderson, West Virginia; recently came away feeling
that if you are ever sent up, Alderson is the place to go.
The "campus" as the prison is called, deserves the
name in many respects. It compares favorably with the
GW campus, including a 70 cents lunch which beats
anything I've eaten in the Student Center.
The campus lies in a pastoral setting. In this 'model'
prison there are no uniforms. Women dress as they
please and some would do justice to> the cover of
'Vogue' magazine. Terms of degradation are missing
here. At Alderson' women prisoners are called
'residents: Living quarters are properly called
'cottages: There are few real cells at Alderson. Though
we weren't allowed inside the cottaqes v- in deference
to the residents' privacy - from the outside they bore
no resemblance to the cells at D.C. Jailor the Women's
Detention Center ..
Residents are free to roam at will on the campus
during daylight hours and are only required to be in
their rooms for the daily head counts and after curfew .
.According to prison authorities, there is no mail
censorship except for contraband. A liberal visitation
policy is followed (which is easy to allow in a prison
100 miles from nowhere). Residents are reportedly
free to -live with whomever they wish. There is some
segregation on the basis of age, sentence, and crime,
and Alderson is receiving fewer very young offenders.
Education, job training, and drug rehabilitation
programs have been established, though assignment to
these is at the discretion of prison authorities.
Participation in education and job training programs
seemed low, though the prison owns some expensive
looking machines for these purposes. There is
apparently little incentive' to participate. Wages vary
from job to job. The highest is 51 cents an hour.
Women who are lucky enough to be assigned to work
in industries can save money for their release, but other
women don't have that optlon.Ibe only assuredsumgiven
to a resident when she leaves is the transportation ,
cost back home.
Student reaction was summed up in a comment
overheard: "It's a nice place to visit, but I wouldn't
want to live there:' I doubt anyone would voluntarily
give up his or her freedom. No prison is fun, no matter
how progressive. A prisoner has no control over her
life. She is not a free person. At best she is treated like
a child, at worst -subhuman. She has no- rights. Her
actions, speech, writing are all subject to approval by
the prison authorities. If she doesn't follow the rules
she won't be paroled - even if she does, there is no
guarantee. Parole is not a right, but a privilege to be
Calendar Reform Passed
...... '
by Steve Clark
If it hadn't taken so long to
get . it done, the faculty's
reasoned debate and, decision
October 20 in adopting a new
calendar for the term beginning
next fall would deserve the
fullest praise 'of the entire law
school student body. As it
stands now, however, the
introduction of a calendar whose
main feature is the completion
of fall semester exams before the
Christmas recess comes only
with a long sigh of relief.
And relief comes not for all_
The class of '76, and all future
first year classes, will continue
with the old schedule-exams
during January, following the
vacation.
The actual calendar has yet to
be adopted. The 19-4 faculty
vote, however, gave the power to
write the specific calendar to a
three-member committee to be
composed of a representative of
the Dean's office, a faculty
representative and a student
representative chosen by .the
SBA. The committee was
instructed, by the vote, to.
develop a calendar consistent
with the five-point plan
submitted by the SSA.
The five-point plan calls for:
1. exams before Christmas; 2..
fall registration one week before
Labor day; 3. a reading period in
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bestowed at the discretion of the Almight Parole
Board, independent of recommendations by prison
authorities. A decision is made on the basis of a three
to five minute hearing with no requirement of written
. reasons for denial. Lock-up at Alderson is probably
better than the "hole" at other prisons but it's still
solitary. There are no toilet facilities in these cells.
Residents are given a dixie cup. Pity the poor woman
who gets diarrhea.
No conjugal visits are allowed - a severe punishment
in itself. Homosexuality - a taboo subject for visitors
- is a major problem in all prisons. And it's not just
someone's.moralistic aversion to it that makes it a
problem. Homosexuality in a prison is not confined to
hand holding on the quad. It's often brutal and forced.
It can be survival, not just sexual deprivation, which
leads to homosexual relationships.
Alderson is pleasant and attractive to the casusal
vistor, but a stay at Alderson is not analogous to going
away to college. Many of the women have husbands
and children. Most don't see them for the entire length
of their sentences. If there's mo one to keep the kids,
they are automatically subject to adoption. How does a
woman adjust to a totally different environment,
- without friends or any connection to a normal life?
And how does the prison experience' help her 'go
See ARMATT A, p, 3
McGovern Backers
both semesters of at least six "cheating the students out of an
. calendar days; 4.' a ten-day education" because students
.. examination period' each would certainly drift in late, .
semester (the same as at missing much of the first two
present); and 5. a semester break weeks of class. Professor. Brown
of three weeks. The plan was opposed the exception for first
presented by Stan Kaleczyc of year students,apparently because
the SBA. he and other first year teachers
The switch came after at least would have to lecture and give
three .years of long. discussion exams after the Christmas
with several student referenda holidays while other professors
apparently showing widespread enjoyed an extended vacation.
student support for a chang:. In the final analysis, however,
The faculty always balked: This· it was a genuine, though
time it seemed as though the undocumented, concern for the
time for change had come; few adjustment difficulties of first
professors appeared to question year students which carried
the basic idea. Most of. the Banzhaf's amendment motion
important, and generally (excluding first year from the
well.<feveloped, debate centered change) to victory. As adopted,
on the problems the switch the schedule is similar to that in
might cause among the night and use at 'the University of
first year classes. Pennsylvania law school. That
"A night school revolution," calendar has been in effect for
predicted Professor Rothschild, over ten years.
and Professor Banzhaf
concurred. Banzhaf had polled
his night classes the previous'
day, and found them opposed to
the change by a two-to-one
margin. Rothschild's opinion
was based upon discussion with
night classes prior to last spring's
faculty vote on the same issue.
Consideration was given ~to
the possibility of excluding the'
night classes as well, but no
motion was ever made to that
effect. Scheduling problems
might have been severe had the
night school only, or the first
year and night classes together,
been retained on the present
schedule.
Banzhaf moved early that the
first year. people be excluded
from the change. He felt,
apparently, that exams only
three months after entry and
without a substantial time block
(Christmas recess) with which
"to draw it all together," were
more than the .averaqe new law
student cou Id handle properly.
Teaching fellow Larry
Hannaway pointed out the
problems the schedule change
might pose for the legal research
sections which must prepare and
give oral arguments before the
end of classes. Professor Sharpe,
in an otherwise well-reasoned
rebuttal of the need for change,
was concerned that the faculty,
by moving the calendar back
several weeks, would be
Stage Teach-In
by Ken Peterson .' old fashioned American ideals,
To stir up enthusiasm for the like concern for other people."
election, the McGovern people Unlike Nixon, McGovern cou Id
held a teach-in at GW last "call on the courage of the
Wednesday. The approximately American people, rather than
150 students and faculty treat them like children."
attending were' polite, attentive, Walter Fauntroy continued
.appreciative. But they weren't of the attack on Nixon's economic
the snappy, crackly stuff that policies. He said, "Nixon has
win elections. Rather, they were-.operated in the interests of the
like loyal parishioners who go to privileged classes and to the
church on Sunday to watch disinterest of poor people,
. filmstrips on Malagasy missions young . people, and black
because if they don't go the people." Fauntory admits he's
minister will be embarassed. changed his views on class
For the faithful it was a good differences in the U.S. He says,
show; lots of soak-the-rich and "1 used to scoff at those who
build-a-better-world rhetoric. said only the rich ru Ie; this
Journalist J.F. Stone was the star nation. Now I tend to agree with
attraction. Other speakers were them as every day we see more
D.C. Delegate Walter Fauntroy, evidence of rich and privileged
ex-ADA chief Joe Duffy, Gw manipulating these elections."
. While thaAd Hoc O>alition, poly sci teacher Stephen Wayne, Fauntroy also lashed out at
which now controls the SBA, and a GW student for McGovern,. blacks like singer James Brown
achieved one of its primary Netty Huerster. and Sammy Davis Jr. who
objectives at the meeting, it may Stone attacked most of the support Nixon. He said, "Black
have opened the door for new . nation's ills and related them to people voting for Nixon is like
student grievances concerning Richard Nixon. Stone thinks the Indians lIotingfor Custer." But
the posting of grades. Jonathan priorities of the economy are Fauntroy understands why
Neipris, of the SBA, stated that absurdly out-of-whack. He said, Floyd McKissick, trying to put
students were prepared to trade "Too much of. our nation's together Soul City, a new town
early posting of grades for the .industry is geared to produce in South Carolina, would back
reformed calendar. Some faculty junk and crap for the upper and Nixon. "He needs the money,
members were apparently middle class." Stone feels the pure and simple."
anxious to take the bargain, and rich are responsible for the The other speakers hammered
a motion by Professor Weston production of junk. "They (the at' the themes common to the
which would have guarenteed rich) can always make money, McGovern campaign. Professor
that no exams need be graded even in the most deteriorating of Wayne 'said lithe Nixon
before the beginning of the societies." Administration has had more
spring semester' (thus insuring Stone pointed to India as an scandal than any administration
that all grades would not be example of what a class society since Warren Harding's." Duffy
posted before mid or late April) can lead to. He said, "There's no claimed the election' of Nixon
was narrowly defeated. worse capitali~t c~ass,. in the would take us closer to a
Apparently, the matter will be world than India. It s rulers feed totalitarian state, hitting the
left to the Dean's discretion, and off the poverty and superstition young and poor hardest. Student
he indicated that grading would of the masses." In fact, Stone Heurster claimed the McGovern
probably commence on January said, "The incredible squalor of nomination proved the role of
3, immediately after the Calcutta is an excellent example students was more important
Christmas holidays. No deadline of where the class war today than ever before. She said
for completion, however, was economies of Nixon can lead." "This election is our chance to
mentioned. Stone also blasted revenue express ourselves within the
Several faculty members were sharing, Nixon's failure to deal system"
not present for the final vote. wit h the cit i e s , After the teach-in I asked
Those opposing the final motion technology-gone-crazy, and teacher-organizer
'
Wayne what
were Professors Seidelson, continued racism. he thought about the turn-out.
Brown, and Sharpe, and Dean Still Stone thinks there is He replied, "Considering we
Kirkpatrick. Brown had it noted hope. The world can be only had two days to prepare for
for the record that he favored improved, but it's going to take this thing 1'11')happy with the
the first motion (with no time. "One campaign can't crowd. Besides, students are
exception for the first vear), but change the human race." But, pretty apathetic this year and
opposed the amended motion. Stone says, "George McGovern there's some good reasons for
which ultlmatelv was passed. would bring us closer to good, that."
Armatta, from p.2
ihe System Has Failed"
, .
straight'? Some law students left the
Whose eX'bmple ' can she pleasant campus not with a
follow? Sixty percent of feeling of depression, but with a
Alderson's inmates are Black. feeling that things weren't so
Most are from an urban bad here, that it would be
environment. The staff which interesting and ,perhaps more
supervises them are worthwhile to see a rea' 'hell
predominately white drawn hole.' That worse places exist,
from the surrounding rural where prisoners, are beaten at,
community. What basis is there whim, forced to perform sex
for rnutal understanding or help? acts on, psychotic wardens, and
Though Alderson is one ofthe live in subhuman conditions is a
best correctional institutions in national disgrace. Nevertheless,
the country, it shouldn't be there was ample reason to be
assumed that it's an example to depressed on seeing Alderson.
be 'followed. The prison's The best we have to offer isn't
progressive warden, Mrs. Virginia working. Crime is increasing
McLaughlin, feels nearly half the while more money is being spent
prison's population shouldn't be to prevent it. A prison can't be
there but, rather, in community viewed in a glass jar: prisoners
treatment centers. Some are individuals. They are the
students 'questioned the product of the environment
effectiveness of, a prison which from which they came and where
emphasizes rehabilitation and they'll return. But they have
not punishment. The deprivation certain things in common,
of liberty, 'the loss of contact regardless of where they do
with one's family and friends, their time.' The rnalorltv of
the isolation and loneliness at prisoners are poor a
any correctional institution is disproportionate number Black.
punishment. To imply this is They are society's outcasts
insufficient is to sanction before they enter prison and
inhumanity. But no one's proved they leave with its indelible
the Quakers were right in mark. ,They broke the rules and
developingthe 'penitentiary' - that were stupide,nough to get
place for solitary contemplation caught - or too poor to afford
of one's sins which makes the the services of our brothers and
errant repent and produces sisters in the legal profession to,
model citizens. It hasn't been avoid conviction. '
proven that punishment is a Many broke the rules because
deterrent. there was no other choice, given
I would go one step further their environment. Society
than Mrs. McLaughlin and say didn't offer them a chance in
that large prisons have been terms of jobs, education, or
proven ineffective in opportunity. The standard
rehabilitating offenders and in liberal line? Maybe, but what
protecting society. Ninety good has the present criminal
percent, of the women at justice system done? Is it the
Aldersonhave previous offenses. individual's failure or the
Eighty percent of all serious system's? When a kid is
crimes are committed by institutionalized at age 10 and
ex-offenders, The 'loss in tax spends the next 10 years in and
dollars in maintaining a large, out of institutions for
prison population is great, but progressively worse offenses and
the loSs' in 'wasted lives is far then kills someone, the system
greater and more important. has failed. It's failed - to
rehabilitate and, in fact, has
significantly contributed to
commission of the crime.
At Alderson there was no
smell of the slums. Nothing to
indicate what brought these
women here or where they came
from. It's impossible to
understand what Alderson's all
about without experiencing the
slums, the daily frustrations of
trying to make it in a society
which doesn't give a damn about
the poor and Black, which loads
the dice against them from year
one. It's impossible to
understand the effects of
Alderson without accompanying
a woman when she returns,
home, to see-the distrust in the
eyes of family, friends,
employers; to feel the
frustrations of looking for work
with no training and a prison
record as experience; to feel
heartbreak when her kids no
longer know her. Is it possible to
make it on the outside even for
graduates of Alderson?
, The trip to Alderson was
worthwhile to those few of us
who made the effort, but only if
it raised more questions than it
seemed to answer. There are no
easy answers. But there's a
helluva need for people who care
to ask the questions.
IMPORTANT
REMINDER!!
Deferred
tuition
payment
due today.
"D.C. Abortion Law Criticized
by Georgia Springer
A recent Gallup Poll showed'
64% of > Americans believed
abortion should be a matter
strictly between a woman and
her doctor. Medical experts
estimate that one in four'
American women have had
abortions. Yet presently only
sixteen states allow abortions for
reasons other than rape or
danger to the mother's health,
and then only in hospitals with
doctor's approval. Only nine of
these allow abortions for mental
health reasons. Even currently
liberalized state abortion laws
\ are under constant attack from
" the Catholic Church, Right to
Life groups,' and the Nixon
Administration.
Most recently in Washington,
under Administration pressure
and despite vociferous protest
by women's groups, the D.C.
City Council without hearings
read into law regulations with
the admitted purpose of limiting
the number of abortions
performed in D.C. To prevent, in
the words of Dr. Henry
Robinson, City Council member,
, Washington from becoming "an
incipient abortion mill," new
requirements were imposed.
(1), A twenty·four hour
waiting period between undergoing vasectomies
examination and operation. performed at many of the same
Expressly to discourage clinics. The regulations, to go
out-of-town women, this into effect October 28, continue
necessitates a second day away ,the myth that women are
from family or work, with dependent, vacillating creatures
additional loss of pay; cost of in need of aid in making
motel for out-of-town 'women; decisions about their lilies; that
two pelvic examinations instead they have no right to
of one (since regulations require independently choose, with their
one 24 hours in advance and no doctor, whether they want an
doctor will perform an abortion abortion; and that abortion is
without an' examination some mysterious, separate
immediately before). medical procedure to be treated
(2) Mandatory counseling •• differently from other medical
inferring women are unable to procedures."
make up their own minds and The regulations are currently
need help "for their own good," being challenged in two suits in
(after they've traveled however the District Court. Preterm
many miles, taken off work, Clinic is challenging the 24-hour
paid $200 and entered the waiting period. Laurel Clinic, Dr.
abortion clinic!). Milan Vuitch, ana the Women's
(3) Voluminous statistics as to National Abortion· Action
the woman's name, age, race" Coalition (WONAAC) are
educational background, weight challenging the entirety of the
of the fetus, number of previous regulations as (1) an
pregnancies, number of previous unconstitutional exercise of
abortions, etc., all to be turned power in this area not delegated
in four times per year to the by Congress, (2) a denial of
D.C. Health Department to be equal protection in treating
kept on record abortion apart from other
The twenty-four hour waiting medical procedures and abortion
period, the mandatory clinics separate from other
counseling, and the detailed medical clinics, (3) in invasion of
statistics are statutorily required the woman's right to privacy,
for no other medical procedure. and (4) unwarranted
Nor are they required for men See sPRINGER, p 7
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Legal Aid Seen as
Detached from Reality
by Chuck Leone
"You won't learn what law is and what it does by attending
classes and wandering thru the stacks in search of lost volumes. The
law operates outside - in the city, in the streets, and in the courts. If
you stay. in the classroom the next three years, you'll be missing at
least half of your legal education."
The proposition sounded believable and reasonably supported by
past experience. The physics text books never said anything about
lethal gamma ray dosages in the vicinity of the hot end of a Tandem
Van de Graff 'Particle Accellerator, but alert technicians and fellow
students made sure the novice learned the necessary details quickly
about the physical aspects of physics.
, The Legal Aid Bureau representatives seemed to have a point.
The classroom is transitional. It might be worthwhile to expose our
pristine ideals to the machinations of justice-in-action. MaybEi it'll
scare some of us into teaching or writing annotations for ALR . If
not, the experience could make us better lawyers.
The technique of becoming involved in the Legal Aid programs
was simple and unceremonious. We picked out a particular program,
chose a partner, filled out a 3 by 5 card, and thus became legal
investigators. Attorney Assistance sounded right; the alliteration of
the title was good. So we became attorney's assistants. Our initial
tools were a 21 page investigation manual, a letter of reference from
the G.W. Legal Aid Bureau, and a lawyer's phone number.
On first meeting, the particular attorney was as nervous about his
new investigators as the investigators were about their new attorney.
The investigators were probably expecting an opulent display of the
fruits of a relaxed moral stance and a good case load, but instead
were ushered into an old, white-walled. office in a third floor
walk-up, barren except for a cluttered desk; a couple of chairs, a
battered set of Corpus Juris ("an heirloom") and stacks of
supplements piled (filed?) neatly on the floor. We sat down.
Using his more than reasonable judgment, the attorney presented
us with, a case which. needed a lot of legwork, but which had no
immediate deadline so we could work on it at our leisure. It was
also a case which needed a little in the way of style or expertise. We
felt at home.
The case was a bank robbery which had taken place last summer.
. The defendant had an alibi. Our tasks as investigators included
gathering together the people, time, and places and correlating
everything into a coherent unit that would be useful at the trial.
The first step was a visit to the scene of the crime. The place was
a two-bit bank on the northeast side of town, unmercifully
squeezed in between a record shop and a hardware store. The bank
itself looked like it had once been a laundry; the only additions
were teller windows, a sleepy Burns Detective Agency guard, and
the unblinking eyes of the overhead cameras. Even the usual
pretensions of marble and plate glass were missing; apparently the
people in this part of town didn't have to be taught respect for the
power of the institution.
. Even the display ads looked better than the bank. The poster ad
in a dealer's window, displaying a new Eldorado next to an
elegantly dressed woman, left ambiguous exactly what was for sale.
Everything was in one complete package: power and sex - the
individual as a minor deity. One need not speculate about motives -
the examples were in every show room and shop window.
So two guys caused a small amount of
havoc in this corner of the citv by trying to increase their
purchasing power. It seemed ironic that the only thing socially
wrong with the whole operation was the methodology; there are
completely legal ways to accomplish the same ends, the returns are
higher and the risks are fewer, and there's always the possible
presidency of the Chamber of Commerce as an added reward.
We drew a crude, multi-scaled map of the bank, its parking lots,
and the street, and then we left.
Also germ ane in this case were travel times between various
points in the cltv - between the bank itself and locations where alibi
witnesses had had contact with the defendent.
The small-town mid-western driver, it seems, has 'trouble
attempting to establish accurate travel times in this city, even with
the competent assistance of two navigators (albeit from central New
Jersey and northern Indiana) and three city maps. The streets have
a tendency to go in the wrong directions.
We found our witnesses cautious, but willing to help. Their
statements were good. Together a small two-hour portion of history
was created, localized to our interest. The satisfaction that we felt
was in doing the job, in build a small, but operable, mechanical
device, a prop necessary to the success of the experiment.
Maybe it .was because this was our first time around, but the
whole process still seemed detached from reality. We were building
the props, waiting for the curtain to part and the courtroom scene
to be acted out. And afterwards, everyone would wash off the
make-up, hang up the costume and go home.
But in this' show not every actor did go home. The curtains
refused to close.
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Editorial
McG9vern .& Big Daddy
Speaking before the National Press Club a few weeks ago,
playwright Arthur Miller attempted 'to explain why it was that
Roosevelt's attacks upon big business and corporate conspiracy
enabled him to sweep into his column millions of the American
efectorate anxious for change while McGovern's campaign,
conducted as it is in a somewhat analogous political climate and
with similar targets, has been unable to fire the hearts and minds of
the great mass of America's citizens
The desperate man of the thirties was born around the tum of
the century, andhestill had the idea that virtue wassuppose to rule in
America. More to the point, he had grown up ina culture which'
prized the individual entrepreneur, the self-made man, the inventor
working in the tack of his garage, the ingenious family farmer. So
when a St:andalerupted, like the Teapot Dome in the twenties or
the Stock Market manipulations which sent a number of brokers to
jail, or the banking investigations which showed the pillars of
societY to be made' of cheese- the man of the Thirties could be
outraged because to begin with he waspsychologically positioned
on the side of the small against the big. Today in contrast,
something like sevenpercent of the people are self-employed. Most
of us work for big government or big businessand we identify our
futures and our welfare with the stability of tremendous
organizations.•. ~t seems to me that the real reason McGovern's
appeal hasn't caught fire may tum out to be a very tragic one. In
effect, he is putting himself forth as a spokesman' for the small
farmer, the small businessman-any and everybody who isn't rich,
powerful, and in the position of the manipulator, But is the small
farmer really there any more? Canany sizeablegroup of Amerfcans
really conceive themselves anymore. apart from their umbilical.
connection with whatever Big Daddy?" ~
The large majority of Americans who now work for big business
or big government may not love their employers, .but they want
someone around to sign their paychecks and so, reluctantly consider
granting the Nixon regime four more years. And yet, this bigness,
this centralization of power in the hands of a few government
bureaucrats and the heads of a few super-eorporations has meant
that vast majority of Americans who are not, as Miller puts it, in the
position of manipulator, have lost a large measure of control over
their own lives. And we can be very sure that a government which is
almost indistinguishable from big business and which draws the
financial resources necessary for its self-perpetuation ,from
donations, secret or otherwise, from big business, will seldom
operate in the public interest. Special tax breaks, approval of
competition-reducing conglomerate mergers, utility rate increases,
cost overruns, advance information on trade agreements; these ,are
the product of the coziness of big business and government that has
reached new heights during the Nixon administration, and the
public pays the costs. Big Daddy is screwing his own employees.
McGovern has attempted to win over the country by pointing
this out, and while McGovern may not be as hell-bent on tilting
against the windmills of big government and big business as some
would have us believe, we think that under McGovern Big Daddy
will not get away with. nearly so much as he has in the last four
years. If Big Daddy is your employer remember this: a vote for
Nixon is a vote for the Boss.
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WRITE FOR US!
/ A ,View of'the Faculty Meeting
by Steve Clark of Representatives meeting anyone else at the meeting, and
,The faculty surprised me at December 27 through 30. It was if not more, he certainly
their October 20 meeting. After neatly dumped in the laps of addressed himself to more issues
two years here witnessing the Dean Kirkpatrick and Professor and seemed generally the most
faculty's actions with regard to . Dixon. Banzhaf suggested that attentive. Not attentive in the
calendar reform, clinical law no faculty "meetinq to be held sense of a man who is truly
programs and Professor next month, but the Dean interested in the issue at hand
Banzhaf's tenure, I fully assured him that it was but more in the sense of a man
expected to observe a picayune necessary., who just wants to catch
and petty discussion of issues Before reaching the main someone off guard and score a
unrelated to the problems at topic of discussion at this point. Score the point because
hand and then a final vote meeting, calendar reform, the its fun to score, not necessarily
completely contrary to the faculty voted to increase because you need the point.
reason or the arguments academic credit for the Miller must be , better
presented. I was covering the Students-in-Court program to in class although I've never taken
faculty meeting for the three units (retroactive, to this anything from him. I know he
Advocate. semester) and to confer the title has a reputation among my class
It looked like a board meeting of Adjunct Professor on Dudley as a pretty, shitty~to-students
of a major corporation - grey Williams, the program director. grader. But here he was good.
suits, lots of pipes and a couple Both actions had been required Slouched way down in his chair,
cigars - except for the so-called by the District Court as' a blunt, kind of growling out his
eccentrics like Banzhaf and condition for participation in comments and wise-cracks.
Reitze. Larry Hannaway the program. ' Rothschild was just· what I
evidenced the gap better than With only two major topics expected and, perhaps, hoped he
anyone in his blue jean' jacket left on the agenda, it appeared would be. He was concerned and
and flailing hair. The Dean that the faculty was, indeed, informed. He was willing to
(Kramer) opened the meeting, capable of handling its own stand by his students, and he
and he was no different here affairs. Now came calendar was open and forceful. I didn't
than elsewhere -seemingly lost, reform. I was, anxious, but it know him from class; just from
but yet aware, somehow, of wasn't like I expected. The the Banzhaf-tenure controversy.
what he was trying to convey. debate and discussion on reform Most of the professors I've
He was immediately confronted was reasoned and had didn't say much. Dixon
by - a hostile, though well-developed. It also seemed to seemed much looser among his
condescending,faculty which be candid and direct. Few peers than in class. I don't think
greeted his happy announcement professors were petty or trite. I Weaver came. Reitze didn't say
that in. the future the law school listened to the words, but anything. Kirkpatrick is a dean,
would get 50% of all donations ,rapidly, as it became apparent and he didn't enter the
sent to the university in the law that very few members really discussions,
school's name with cries of, opposed the change, I became But one man fascinated me:
,''Why only .50%?" Banzhaf, interested ."in the manner with Seidelson.] had him for torts. I
showing why he has built the which each man conducted sought him for evidence, and I'm
.name he has, pestered the Dean himself. .. taking him for conflicts. I
more than anyone, always Banzhaf was better than the consider him the best teacher in
appearing willing to go one small Banzhaf in class. He- really did this school - no one is even
step further than anyone else; seem willing to push just a little close to him. No one can lecture
" No one really wanted to be further than anyone else. Not a .Jike he can. He draws the
the official representative of the long way further; just a liberal, answers-out: he compels you to
law school at the Association of though a sig~ificant step beyond. think. He doesn't waste your
,American Law Schools, House He probably spoke more than See CLARK, p.7·
Nixon Administration Blasted
government by military
dictatorship more popular than
it has been since the Third
Reich. In addition, his
administration has accounted for
nearly 40% of the casualties
which have occured in a war he
pledged in 1968 to end. A fine
record you say. But of course.
He is "bringing the boys back
home." He is on the verge of
bringing out a cease fire. Why
sure, - I'm . just being a bit
over-critical when my reaction is'
that the timing of this latest hat
trick is simply too damn
coincidental for my stomach to
remain settled.
by Edward J. Kiley
Eveiy four years the
American 'public exercises what
has been called, at various times,
a right, a privilege, the franchise
and by some', a mistake. What I
refer to is, of course, the vote.
Many things are taken into
consideration at this time by the
electorate: the candidate's
personality, his religious
preferences, his wife's legs, and
sometimes even his stand on the
issues. This last consideration is,
however, such' a rarity, that it
seems ridiculous to discuss its
sign ificance.
No better example of this
voter exercise in futility" can be
found than the 1972 presidential How about his record in
contest, from which Richard domestic affairs? Well, let's see.
Nixon will emerge the victor. Since Nixon has been in office
Perhaps I am so blinded by my ,the welfare rolls have increased
own political bent as to render by six million individuals, and.
, objective judgement impossible. Lockheed. He appointed William
Perhaps,' but I"don't think so. Rehnquist to the Supreme
Hell, all you have to do is look Court, a man who cast the
at the man's record to see that if deciding vote on a military
he doesn't rate outright surveillance case, on which he
impeachment, he sure-as-shit refused to, answer questions
doesn't deserve re-election. during his confirmation hearings
-Let us, for instance, examine . on the basis of counsel privilege.
the man's foreign policy record. Through another one of his
After four years in office we stellar" appointees, Carl Butz,
finally have The Peoples Nixon arranged a grain deal with
Republic of China in the United Russia, only the big winners
Nations, and the beginnings of a were the grain dealers and
real detente with the U.S.S.R.· speculators, who just happened
Rah Rah. What no one seems to to find out about it two weeks
realize is that the reason it has before it was complete. What
taken so long is due, in large else? Inflation is still up,
measure, to the efforts of the unemployment is up, and prices
very same man. Now, what other are up, up, and going away.
accomplishments can we credit Wages are holding. The question
1.- -.1. our President with. He has made might well be asked, .how can
the unemployment level have
increased, inflation be up, and
more people than ever on relief,
when companies like Bethlehem
Steel have tripled their earnings
over 1971. And that company is
the rule rather than the
exception. "Yes, that" question
could be asked, but it isn't. At
least, not according' to the polls.
Some of you may take this to
be a plea on behalf of Senator
McGovern. Believe me, nothing
could be further from my mind.
In my opinion, old George has
wishy-washed himself right out
of the ball park. What ,I am
saying is that there is clear
evidence to support the
conclusion that Richard Nixon is
a consummate asshole of the
first magnitude, and has as much
business leading this country as
Lester Maddox, maybe less. The
last thing anyone should be a
party to is giving this man "four
more years." Look at what he's
done in the past four, and all
with re-election looming on the
horizon. Think of-what he'll do
without that to worry about!
However, in spite of- all this,
the American public is going to
give him exactly what he's
asking for-four more years.
Labor, the middle class,
suburbanites, city
dwellers-they're all going to
vote him back into office. Like
lemmings, all going to the polls
and destruction, singing "Hail
.To The Chief." It appears that
the American electorate is as
, ,Richard Nixon thinks it is.
Along the Skyline Drive
by Jim Phillips & Greg Hayward
Fall has passed through its
zenith in . the nearby
Appalachian Mountains. Now
autumn leaves cover the forest
floor or reluctantly hang on half
clad branches. Mute colors, crisp
air and thinning numbers of
hikers make this time of year
ideal for that contemplated hike.
Skyline Drive. provides
spectacular and easily accessible
mountain scenery from its
vantage points along the crest
ridge of Virginia's Appalachians.
Head out of D.C. over Key
Bridge then travel Routes 29/66
(Wash & Lee Highway)
southwest for sixty miles to'
Warranton, Virginia. You will
head west from there on
Highway 211 across the
Shenandoah Valley and up the
mountains to Thornton's Gap
where there is an entrance onto
Skyline Drive.
Hawksbill Mountain, a 4,049'
. peak, lies south of Thornton's
Gap. There are two trails leading
from the marked roadside
parking area - the longer is two
miles roundtrip and the shorter
steeper trail one mile -- great for
a half day hike with picnic. The
rock ledge. summit exposes a
panorama of mountains to the
south - and the Shenandoah
Valley to the east.
The beauty of these
Appalachians is, of course, not
confined to Skyline Drive, and
within aday's drive of D.C. there
are many areas worth exploring:
in Virginia the George
Washington National Forest of
which Skyline Drive is a part,
and the'Thomas. - Jefferson
National Forest encompassing
the best of the· Blue Ridge
Mountains; in West Virginia the
Monogahela National Forest sits
at the border with Virginia and
provides the' most unpopulated
hiking area; ir:' Maryland the
there are some tricks to staying
warm. First, use a ground cloth
to keep out ground cold and
moisture (a foam pad is even
better). Second, if you want to
sleep in clothes Do Not rack out
in the clothes you hiked in all
day because the moisture they
hold from being on your sweaty
body will cause you to be more
chilly during the night. If it's real
cold, pack in long underwear
especially for the purpose.
Third, remember to sleep out of
the wind and where possible to
sleep with an easterly exposure
so the sun will cast its warmth
on you as early as possible.
Shoes would be the proper
subject of an entire book.
Hiking shoes are preferable, but
until last year I hiked exclusively
in old hush puppies without
problem and I have friends who
do the same with tennis shoes.
No matter what your footgear, if
your feet aren't used to long
What should you take or wear' . walks you're going to get
or be prepared for? blisters. Just remember to break
Day hikers need only a out the bandaids when you first
frameless pack (e.g. book pack) feel a tender spot. Also, good
to carry food, some water, . socks, one pair per hiking day,
banda ids .arid perhaps an extra keeps foot life more eniovable .
sweater or rain' poncho, if the As a tangent, I have found
weather looks uncertain. hiking and ,biking in eutofffs to
Over nighters - I usually take a be more enjoyable and less tiring
frame pack,sleeping bag, one than long pants due to the
~hange of clothes, utensils, food, increased freedom of leg
light rain poncho, and a small movement. Once walking they're
first aid kit. Down sleeping bags not any colder and even in the
are of course the warmest and rain I find them better since it's
most expensive. You can rent easier to dry your legs off
them for about $6 a weekend at occassionatlv than . to slosh
Appalachian Trail 0utfitte rs around in long pants soaking wet
(they rent most everything you from the rain' and underbrush.
need at reasonable rates !lene,al Information - I still use
considering it's all top quality . my.old Boy Scout Manual and
stuff). If you use a down bag be it's good on beginning info like
sure to also use a foam ground how to build a fire properly in
pad otherwise the down will the rain. A good book for the
settle away from around your recently converted hiker is The
shoulders and hips producing Complete Walker by Colin
hard, cold spots. If you've got a . Fletcher (hard back $6 - so it
regular bag and fear being cold makes a good present)
Catoctin State Park (with famous
Cunningham Falls hi Frederick
Country) and Gambrill State
Park (5 miles west Frederick on
old Highway 40).
All along Skyline Drive and in
all those National forests there
are marked trails waiting for you
to follow. Maps especially of
segments of the Appalachian
crest trail are available at
Appalachian Outfitters Route
123, Oakton, Virginia,· Atlas
Sports Store 800 E. St., N.W.,
and in a fair number of large
. bookstores. Also, our second
article outlined a trip to old
Ragged Mountain which lies on
the west side of the Shenandoah
Valley and is a great fall hike.
Don't Climb
Paper Mountains
. .
U.S. War Involvement Ending
by Art lesenger their Soviet and Chinese allies to
The chapter of United States bring this inexorable conflict to
military involvement in Vietnam an end.
is potentially coming to a rapid The administration, thr9ugh
close. The -developments Mr. Kissinger, indicated that it
surfacing last Thursday (date of would proceed to settlement
this writing) give a firm' with care and deliberation
indication that a settlement is despite the extreme pressures
near. If an agreement can be and attractiveness of a quick
reachlld with North Vietnam, all agreement. The obvious thorn
troops and advisors will be back in the package deal is Mr. Thieu
in the U.S. in 60 days after the and his absolute unwllingleSS to
signing and all prisoners of war acquiesce to the terms of a
will be returned. coalition government, which
The North Vietnamese public would surely spell doom for
release of the tentative terms of whatever chance of success the
the agreement was interpreted South Vietnamese government
by analysts as highly unusual has. Now, surprisingly, this is no
and out of character, denoting longer a condition, ,and Mr.
impatience and urgency for Thieu can agree to the terms and
settlement. It has been suggested allow the U.S. to withdraw, and
that they are convinced that Mr. thus leave the Vietnamese in the
Nixon will be reelected and a position whereby they will have
se!tlement now would yield to settle their own problems.
more favorable terms, It does seem incredible,
considering' the domestic however, that after thlrtv-flve
election pressures. It is also years of unrelentless fighting and
Suggested that Mr. Nixon, forced warfare that . the North
by the prospects of this Vietnamese will truly abandon
long·awaited settlement, would their plan to unify Vietnam on
Use severe pressure on Mr; Thieu ,their own terms. What we may
t~ acquiesce. North Vietnamese be witnessing is another
troop strength has been greatly consolidation period similar to
reduced and shattered due to the period of time between
casualties after their last Geneva and 1964. A political
UnSuccessful offense, leaving campaign will be waged to
them in a \'leak military position. accomplish what force could
Also there is the consideration not. This Period will be used by
of the mounting pressure from the North to regroup and
strengthen- the weakened and
disorganized military forces. In
any case, South Vietnam will
have to meet the test of survival
on its own. If it can successfully
defend its own territory by
military means, it will have to
struggle that much harder to
maintain its political integrity in .
light of its history of corruption
and governmental
mismanagement.
However, if during the course
of time, the sovereignity of
South Vietnam is violated and
disintegrated by the tenacity of
the North, the responsibility will
be solely theirs. Whatever the
future historical outcome may
be, it will never be forgotten
that our country suffered greatly
by our ambivalent involvement.
This much awaited settlement
will finally relegate that stormy
edge of South East Asia to its
proper place in our foreign
policy - out of national security
considerations, a place where it
never belonged.
* * *
This column would like to
pay . its respects to Jackie
Robinson who died last
Wednesday at the age of 53. He
lived his life courageo'usly, with
strength and compassion. He was
a true hero and a friend to' all
mankind.
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U•••And. All That Jazz"
by Jeff Menick
Recent ~onths ~av.e seen a great resurgence of commentary
about and mterest m Jazz. In conjunction with the rerelease of
many stored and hidden treasures of jazz pieces of the thirties
.and forties, the phenomenal success of the Newport in New
York Festival, the integration of jazz and rock, there have
been a spate of recent articles either hailing or questioning the
return of Jazz. .'
Frankly, I didn't know that it had ever gone away. Jazz is .
no lon.ge~ the commercial success it was, particularly during
the thirties and forties. Standards in the pop field come now
from rock, not jazz. As the music grew increasingly complex,
as the players' approaches to it grew more sophistocated and
es~teric, the mass appeal waned. But the spirit and importance
of Jazz has never died.
Those people who were best able to understand the needs of
the audience and could find an amalgamated niche in which to
play music that they enjoyed and which related to their
audience have grown in both musical and financial stature. As
an example, Bill Chase went from the Woody Herman band
into his own jazz rock combo and helped develop a following
that crossed speciflc categorization.
Many of the purists have remained cult figures, playing in
Europe, where much of the music was more closely related to
classical traditions, anyway, or issuing records here and bitching
about the lack of appreciation for their art .
Many jazz figures will never be commercial successes. Their
music. is too inaccessible and their attitudes are self-defeating.
That IS not to deny, however, the importance of their art on
the music worlds as a whole, and the influence that will be felt
in rock and pop as weir' as jazz for years to come.
Whether as a cause or an effect or merely a reflection of this
renewed interest in the thirties and forties as a period (the
nostalgia boom) Columbia and Capitol have both come out
with some very well done reissues of material of jazz artists in
two new series.
Columbia calls theirs the John Hammond Collection as a
tribute to one of the men who helped make jazz into the
tremendous force it has been since the late 1920's. Hammond
himself was a critic, promoter, club owner, manager, talent
scout, record producer, etc. and he worked primarily for
Columbia records. The recently completed five volume
compilation of all of Bessie Smith's recorded material was
done under the aegis of Hammond who artfully produced the
set. Hammond may well be credited with the responsibility of
bringing the music of black performers to white audiences for
his nose for talent was completely color blind. '
Not all of the artists in the series were the direct
beneficiaries of Hammond's help either, but without him the
series would not have been possible.
All of the collections released so far have been two record
sets, which have been very moderately priced at just about the
normal list for one record, $5.98. I have "The Genius of Louis
Armstrong, Vol. 1: 1923-1933;" "John Hammond's Spirituals
to Swing 30th Anniversary Concert (1967)"; "Billie
Holiday/God Bless the Child"; ,iSolo Flight - The Genius of
Charlie Christian"; and "Count Basie . Super Chief," and I
cannot praise Columbia too much for this series.
The material is of somewhat uneven quality, since' the
.recordlnq techniques of earlier days did not match our
modern technology, but Columbia had the imminent good
sense to leave them in mono, and not try to gimmick them up
with engineering. The liner notes and discographies are all
s~tisfactory except for the Billie Holiday collection, where the
sidemen on each piece were not listed, I assume because they
were unknown.
I hope, and I'm sure that the Columbia people would agree,
that these records find a wider audience than simply "jazz
buffs" and collectors. The music is important. It is vital in
understanding much of where jazz has grown and where a
great amount of rock and pop came from. I'll continue to
praise Blood, Sweat, and Tears for turning thousands of people
on to Billie Holiday when they recorded "God Bless the
Child" on their second album, even if they haven't done
anything worthwhile since. (Just as a brief aside, if you are
tempted to try their latest, New Blood - Col. 31780 . don't
buy one of these sets instead.) However, the listener must g~
back to the original Holiday to understand the music. Phrasing
and sensitivity were the keynotes of lady Day, and nuance is a
very important quality in her work. This set uses a small
. combo, led by Teddy Wilson, I gather from the liner notes
and including whichever great sidemen happened to be in town
when these records were made in Chicago.
Sides three and four continue to knock me out. I don't
think I know of any other music I'd rather curl up around a
fireplace with. Many of the songs are better recorded with a
big band on some Decca releases she did, including the title
song, but the depth of feeling is far better conveyed here, with
a small group, and at a time when her voice and her mental
and physical well being were at their prime. "Gloomy
Sunday", "Am I Blue?", "Solitude" and "Jim" are so
beautiful that I am unable to grow tired of listening to this
See MENICK, p, 7
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Law Students Go Camping
by Steve Cook
Did you ever sleep on cold
cement in 18 degree weather?
Ever run out of gas in Nowhere,
West Virginia? Have you ever
been av.ekened at 3:00 a.m. by
a panting,bearded law professor?
No? Well, all this and much
more could have been yours for
the asking had you been one of
the lucky campers from Section
A-1 to take the annual Criminal
Law Outing Trip (CLOT) to the
Blue Bend Recreation Area in
Monogahela National Forest,
WestVirginia last weekend.
Despite the inhuman
hardships, however, a good time
was had by all (although there
were those who were unable to
remember any of it the next
day). And, too, the trip provided
certain fringe benefits even the
non-aesthetic among us were
able to appreciate: the autumn
scenery was more beautiful than
any cliche or photograph could
describe.
But Idigress.
It all started on a rainy
Thursday afternoon, as we
headed west on Route 66. Our
car was the Wild West
contingent, with me and Aaron,
the Colorado Kids, in the back
seat, Old Oregon Judy riding
shotgun, and Fender, the Tucson
Traveller, behind the wheel. We
were bent on making good time,
'cause we wanted to make camp
before sundown.
After being on the road
awhile, we figured it was time to,
stop and wet our whistles. So we
picked out a roadside eatery that
said APPLE CIDER. Now inside
this place, stuck off behind a
shelf of groceries, was a pinball
machine. Aaron, like a
six-year-old is apt to do every
now andthen, started pushing
buttons and pretty soon the
thing lit up. Five balls and 2900
points later, that boy had won
himself another free game. Aaron
generously let his' Daddy play
that game and I got my first
inkling of what the weekend was
to be like when I ran up the
amazing total of 1400.
Shortly thereafter I got my
second inkling when we crossed
through the Shenandoah. Now,
mind you, being a Colorado boy,
I like snow as much as the next
person, but seeing them flakes
piling up on those trees set me
to thinking about our Surplus
"Whadya mean, there's no bathroom?"
"Almost heaven,
West Virginia.... ",
Well, if it's fiery hot in Hades,
I can see now why that boy
figures West Virginia is almost
heaven--- it was cold.
We hit Monongahela about
sundown and by the time we
pulled into Blue Bend
Recreation area (after a missed
turn), it was dark. After half an
hour we found the shelter area
that "you can't miss".
Fortunately, another group had
arrived before us, and we
unloaded the car with visions of
a blazing fire awaiting us. '
But ya see, these other
persons had forgot to bring any
food, and when it got on past
dinnertime, they had consumed
the only stuff they'd brought .-
a big bottle of wine. So by the
time we got there, well, as my
old pappy used to say, they was
high enough to be looking down
on Pikes Peak. And the cold
wasn't 'bothering them any,
either. So we fanned the coals
from their "fire", fed it some
wood, and pretty soon
everybody was warming up, one
way or the other.
By 10 o'clock people were
trucking in at a regular sort of
pace and our stew was ready,
and we were hungry" and
everything was going real nice. A
couple of guys brought guitars ~~~~~~~~~~288e8e~~~~~~~~28288e~
and Steve got out his, so we sang
Special sleeping bags and our
2-man tent and four people.
Fortunately, we'd brought
plenty of stuff to keep us from
worrying about such things for
long, and after partaking of it
most generously, we sat back
and soaked in all the colors and
shapes those mountains had to'
offer. We even stopped to take
some pictures; but Fender's
Polaroid was frozen.
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the first couple of lines to but here's the story as near as I
dozens of songs, while Roger can tell: About 3:00 a.rn.,
snuck in as many hot licks as he somebody trotted into the
could manage. The evening was shelter and started waking
rounded out, so to speak, with a people up. Reactions were
bag of marshmallows which we varied: "Is it the boogie man?"
roasted ceremoniously. ' queried one Ms.
On towards 1 a.m. people. No, it was just our friendly,
were slowlv retiring to their neighborhood Criminal Law
various evening abodes. We professor, Jim Starrs. But why
headed out to where we'd was he waking people? Some
pitched our tent and, after some people just never let a party die
tricky manuevering, managed to a natural death.
get all four of us crammed in. Actually, the poor professor
Now I don't want to belabor the had had a long evening. After
point, but' that tent was the Starrs' family vehicle had
crowded. If you've ever been the' malfunctioned before ever
center piece on a celery. stalk, getting started, Daddy Starrs had
A la1!'Vprofessor at work (for a change)
you'll know what I'm talking
about .:
But at least it bordered on
being warm. Some of the others
had sacked out on the floor of
the shelter, and they didn't have
it so "easy", But finally
everyone got settled in.
caught a ride with a late carload
of students, But somewhere in
nowhereland, in the wee hours,
their car had run out of gas.
After hitching a ride to within
six miles of" Blue Bend, the
gallant professor was left with
.no choice but to jog the final
distance by moonlight. He soon
found company, however, and:
the two hounds that joined him
playfully nipped at his heels and
the stick he was swinging.
. See COOK, p, 8
"Starry, starry night .. "
Or, so they thought.
I was alseep in the tent when
all of the follOWing happened,
KATHY TROIA .Student member on the
GW Board of Trustees Academic Affairs Committee.
Sunday, November 5, 7:30P.M. room 426 Marvin C.
All students are invited to express their
complaints and suggestions on academic: especially
in the area of the "in service learning" program •
FOR FUTHER INFORMAnON please call
Scott Sklar, chairman
Program Board
Clark, from p.4
time. He teaches perhaps
one-fifth' what most teach
page-wise and perhaps ten times
as much depth-wise. You know
he was a good trial lawyer, and
he gives you the feel of the laiN
that you'd have to have to
be one. He's good, I like him.
His politics stink. Somehow
you know it, even though he
r~ally doesn't ever give you a
reason why. (Though in all
fairness he does teach evidence
from the defendant's point of
view, while Robinson from that
of a proseeutor.l You could
watch him stewing during the'
Banzhaf tenure debate. And you
could see it again today.
And then he did it. He talked.
It didn't matter what he said -
he was opposing the calendar
reform because it was
inconvenient to him to have to
decide whether to' grade exams
over the holidays or wait until
after the first. Was he going to
talk outside of class in the
incredibly intricate and
intereference with the repeal. devastatingly logical sentences
doctor-patient relationship. WONAAC's eventual, goals ~re which mark his classroom
Also, the regulations' drafter, (1) repeal of all anti-abortion" performances? yes, and I say it
Dr. Robinson, chose a citizen's laws,' (2) end of forced with excitement! An amazing
advisory committee on the new steriliza~io,n, and (3) r:peal. of man. A man to lock horns with;
abortion law which included, all restrlctive contraceptive laws. directness and a style. I hope
however, no representatives of Hearings in. D.C. have he's a judge someday. Imay hate
pro-abortion women's groups or counterparts In many other many of the conclusions but
of groups disagreeing with the cities, all preliminary to national every opinion will be ~orth
regulations. WONAAC proposed abortion hearings, endorsed by di
, , . d ' , . S ' d S' d rea 109.an alternative Citizens a visorv Glona· ,telOem an ~mone e The meeting closed with
groups in open hearing October Beauvolr, to be held 10 March, B h f ' tt kin thls
' H f II anz a aqam a ac I g -28 and 29 at G.W.U. All women 1973 to New York. ope u y . 0 K' k tri k and his
heari '11 bll h time ean rr pa ncthere registered their vote for or such ear rnqs WI pu rcrze t e h I hl itt The
I Th' lbilit f' th sc 0 ars rp cornrm ee.against the new aw. e 'RrresbPol'nSI
D
II y 0 b 't' e committee reported that in spite
hearings, included medical and epu rcan- emocrat a or Ion. ,
I'".;' "d thine" d of the report .on grades that .tleqal . testimony' as well as po I"y - to 0 no Ing - an .' hl h H brl k
testimony of women who've had the need for repeal of all state w~ ~ubmlt~:~g, WIl!C "am r~~e
abortions and favor abortion law . anti-abortion' laws. ca e ppa 109, ,
'. committee was recommending no~~~~~~J<===>r~ action at this time because the
U.COCKT AILS PIZZA STEAKS ~ students are considerinq making
n "- 0' '. • ", ~. ::~::~:gfe~::=~:~!~e~~~:~::.
U got a little pissed off and said,
~
"John, why are you like this?
You know the committee did a
~
damn good job." Then
frustrated, he said, "let's go
~
Restaurant & Lounge. home,"and got up. That seemed
1911-13 Pennsylva..nia Ave., NW.~ to be the consensus. No one
formally closed it; they just gotn , . '1~ (3«.t4bte ·..,:u.:..p_an_d_Ie_ft_......... --,
U n MOVIES!!!
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D.C.GREEN, CONSERVATIONIST
• OR,
IN THE PETRIFIED FORESTS OF MY MIND
(With apologies to Joyce Kilmer)
'~ recent study indicates that law reviews go
95% unread. Just think of all the trees that are
thereby wasted!"
- Prof. D.C. Green
I think that I shall never see
, A law review lovely as a tree:
A tree that glories in itself
And moulders on the shelf,
That spreads its branches overhead
And never all but goes unread,
That shelters birdies in the spring
And never footnotes anything,
That ne'er dissembles, bores to tears
Or gives a boost to law careers.
All this I know, but must admit
That I am part the cause of it,
For only God makes trees, 'tis true
But Profs like me make law review.
Harold C. Gordon
Springer from p.3
THE OWL &
THE PUSSYCA T
Admission 50 cents
7-9:30p.m.
Lisner
• • •
Presented by the
Program Board
Successful recreational
land salesman, who is
law student, wants
other law students to
work for his company.
Earn $150-$300/wk.
part time.
836-5387
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More on Jazz History
record.
As Miles Davis is quoted in the liner notes, there isn't
anything that can be done on trumpet that Satchmo didn't do,
and the beginnings of it are on this first of several planned
albums of "The Genius of louis Armstrong." Most of the
recordings are from the twenties with the Hot Five or Hot
Seven and a few cuts include his first wife, lil Hardin
Armstrong 'on piano. The majority of the cuts were done for
Okeh, which, of course, no longer exists and it really is a
remarkable musical heritage that Armstrong left. With so many
true geniuses of jazz on these cuts, i.e. "Fatha" Hines, Sidney
Becket, Kid Ory, lionel Hampton playing drums, this album is
of more historical interest than most of the others so far
released; but that does not at alldiminish its musical value.
The two dominant influences on jazz guitar are not well
. enough known to modern rock audiences, but Charlie
Christian and Django Reinhardt were the pacesetters in using
the guitar in jazz and using an amplified guitar, period.
Christian had a very short life, and very brief musical career
that was-almost entirely with the 8enny Goodman Orchestra,
and most of his known recordings are on the "Solo Flight"
album. If you ever liked Wes Montgomery, George Benson, or
any of the other jazz guitarists who have gained recent fame,
listen to where they learned their licks.
The 8asie "Super Chief" set and the "Spirituals to Swing:'
concert pay tribute both to Basie and Hal'TV"OOl1d,the man
responsible for taking Basie out of Kansas City and bringing
him to the World. The bands' use of great blues vocalists like
Joe Williams, Joe Turner, and Jimmy Rushing make these two
albums a whale of a lot better than most of the recent stuff
Basie has done. .
There is also a very interesting story behind the Capitol Jazz
Classics Series. The Dutch subsidiary of Capitol originally
reissued these fifteen volumes in Europe where they were
hailed with great critical acclaim and an unusual degree of
commercial success, They began filtering their way across the
Atlantic and Jazz collectors here began buying the import
versions. Well, I guess someone in the Capitol Tower decided
that this might be a good thing, so they issued a domestically
produced version of the series, probably to engender greater
profits, although as anyone, who has compared the technical
quality and fidelity of imports, vis-a-vis their American
counterparts in any area of music knows, the imports always
win. _. __
, Be that as it may, Capitol was kind enough to send me nine
of the fifteen volumes and there is some great music in those
old waxes. Capitol Records is a relative newcomer among the
major labels. They began in the early 1940's and so these sides
date mostly from the mid-forties to the early fifties. The
music is heavily influenced by bebop, and while nothing is
included of Charlie Parker's, his musical presence is felt
throughout.
Again, the sensibilities of leaving the recording in mono is to
be applauded and the liner notes by the co-editors of
Jazzwerald, a Dutch jazz mag, are very helpful.
Vol. 1 is Miles Davis and is called "The Complete Birth of
the Cool". Davis has been so far ahead of everyone in his field
that these recordings dating back to 1949~50 are completely
modern in technique and musical construction. Davis is still
twenty years ahead of his time, but this set is very accessible
for the casual Davis or Jazz freak.
Vol. 2 is a Stan Kenton set I don't have but Vol. 3 is a must.
"Art Tatum . Solo Piano" is one of the finest set of his
material ever released! 'From the opening ''Willow Weep for
Me" through a whole slew of Gershwin and Rogers and Hart
and Vincent Youmans type of standards to the closing
"Dancing in the Dark" take a lesson in what jazz piano means,
Not enough tribute can ever be paid to Art Tatum, but the
magical ability the man had is glorified in these cuts. A bargain
at twice the price,
I also don't have Vol. 4, a Gerry Mulligan set, but Vol. 5
features the tenor sax work of Coleman Hawkins and he and
Parker are probably the two greatest sax players, ever. This
album is more for the sax maven than a casual fan, but it has
some beautiful solo work by Hawkins, who was featured in an
NET memorial tribute last year.
Vol. 8, featuring the (Nat) King Cole Trio is the only one of
the second five that I have, but what a beauty. Before he
became the greatest male singer. of love songs in America, he
was a fabulous jazz pianist, and this set highlights his work
. with his trio. Many jazz fans lamented his loss to the world of
pop singing, and this album shows why. Great sensitivity and
timing, which also characterized his singing are reflected in this
record. Again mostly Standards of the pop field, "Body and
Soul" and "Smoke Gets in Your Eyes" were rarely treated
better.
. Vol. 11, is the only' "Swing" album in the set, Featuring the
bands of 8enny Carter, a great arranger and altoist and Cootie
Williams, longtime Ellington trumpeter, the entire album
swings as only a tightly knit band could in those days, Great
fun and great music, it really isn't corny at all.
Again, many thanks to both Capitol and Columbia for these
reissues. They are very well done and have a great deal of value
to anyone interested in jazz, rock, or electronic music of
today
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---Calendar Van Vleck Competition Begins
JESSUP INTERNATIONAL LAW MOOT COURT COMPETITION will·
remain open until November 3. All who would like to participate in the
competition but were unable to attend our organizational meeting should
contact Kenneth Montero at 522-9567 or Dan Warman at 532-7376.
THE GW LAW SPOUSES CLUB: Professor Richard Allen of the GW
faculty is featured in the next event on the Club's calendar; on Sunday,
November 19 at 2 p.rn, in Bacon Hall, he will discuss the state of the criminal
law in the U.S., the directions it should be takinli and ethical questions facing
the criminal lawyer. Students are invited to attend, and bring friends and
spouses.
The Club has a full schedule of events planned for the 'academic year,.
including parties, a picnic, and talks by GW professors on such useful and
interesting topics as women's rights, domestic relations, wills, and legal
aspects of home buying. For more information about events or membership,
call Beth Hayes at 683-3235.
Faculty-Rejects
Grade Reform
by Steve Clark
The faculty 'Scholarship
Committee has decided not to
examine the possibilities of
grade reform at this time ..
according to Dean Kirkpatrick,
the committee chairman. .
However, the committee did
submit a report to the full
faculty at its October meeting.
The report had been prepared in
response to a .summer
memorandum written by
Professor Harold Green. That
memo suggested that the present
system be scrapped in favor of
letter marks using A, B , C, 0,
and F.
. The committee majority,
Professors Park and Sharpe and
Deans. Potts and Kirkpatrick,
opposed change because they
believe the presentsvstem "offers
a wider choice of grades to the
faculty member, enabling him or,
. _ her to differentiate- in -grading as
fairly as he or she believes
possi bl e." A cursory
examination of the data
attached to the report revealed
that wide differentiation is
exactly what the present system
has produced.
The data, which showed the
actual percentage of A's, B's,
C's, D's and F's given by each
professor in every term since
1966, was termed. "appalling" .
by Professor Hambrick, a man
who failed almost a quarter of
his students during ..the year
1971-72. Professor Banzhaf,
who gave 62 per cent of his
students that same year A's or
B's, agreed, and both attacked
the Dean for the committee's
recommendation. of no action.
The Dean explained, then,
that no recommendations had
yet been submitted bv the
students (the SBA) and implied
that he did not feel the
committee should act on the
subject until the students
suggested something or
otherwise indicated a concern.
Banzhaf responded with the
suggestion that, perhaps, the
faculty, in view of its supposed
expertise, should lead the way.
However, no action was taken,
and the meeting was' quickly
adjourned.
WRITE
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by Doug Ross
Lase-Friday evening twelve·
tea ms argued the
constitutionality of a pretrial
detention scheme devised for the
fictional jurisdiction of
Stockton, in the first round of
the 1972·3 Upper Class Van
Vleck Case Club Competition. A
preliminary ranking of the teams,
based on scores reflecting the
brief and oral argument,
indicates keen competition, as
only 25 of a maximum potential
total of 138 points separate first
and last place. The second
round, in which teams will
represent the opposite 'client'
and face different opponents, is
Friday, November 17.
As usual, the Case Club has
attempted to focus on an area of
controversial topical interest:
the pretrial detentlon portions
of the 1970 D.C. Crime Control
Act were strongly .pushed by
former Attorney General John
Mitchell and highly criticized
by constitutional expert Senator
Sam Ervin. Several judges
comprising the panels, which
include praeticingattorneys
(both private and government),
professors, sitting judges, and
Supreme Court clerks, have a
working familiarity with the
area, and the arguments in the
second round promise to be
even more finely honed and
polished than they were last
Friday. .
First-year students . are
especially urged to attend, as the
evening offers an excellent"
opportunity to learn what the
oral argument required for
Legal Research and Writing and
the First Year Competition in
the spring will be like.
Cook, from p.6
More on Student Cornpinq Trip
Once at the campsite, a
student wasfol.Jnd to drive
Professor Starrs to find gas,
return to the stranded car, and
head back for camp. They
returned at six a.m.
"It'sa new morning... "
morning the West Virginia
mountains provided us with the
full color spectrum. By just the
next day it had diminished
. somewhat, so we figured we'd
hit the peak. We even stopped to
take some pictures, but Fender's
Polaroidwasn't up for it.
night, was round and bright. The
combination of the cold, clear
sky, thick forest, and full moon
provided a setting that was
hauntingly beautiful, especially
for those of us who managed a
. midnight walk away from the
camp. And with the extra tents
brought· by the ·Starrs,· the
sleeping accornodations were
almost comfortable. (I won't
disgrace certain people by
·mentioning that they went to a
motel for the second night),
Saturday mornlnq saw people
-
breaking camp and heading for
home. The Wild West contingent
stuck around for a breakfast of
yogurt, hard-boiled eggs, bacon
fried on an open fire, and apple
cider. At noon, we were the last
car of students to leave. We tried
taking some pictures, but
Fender's Polaroid; ..
The . Starrs made a full
weekend out of it, and did some
hiking we hear we shouldn't
have missed.
Old Oregon Judy and Tucson
wouldn't shoot straight.
the camera that
Sunrise meant the potential
for warmth and people arose
with anticipation. I didn't take
any chances and stayed in my
sleeping bag until Fender assured
me the car heater was going full
blast.
In a little while· we were
breakfasting in downtown
Lewisburg: fried ham, two eggs,
toast and jam -- $.95 plus a lot
of looks from the locals. \ ..,
That mornlnq the sunshined
brightly in a clear, blue sky and
the Appalachian countryside
looked like a Van Gogh original.
The Rockies are vastly more
majestic, but a pine tree can be
just so colorful. But that'
After our day-long tour of the
prison (reflected on by Ms.
Armetta elsewhere in· this
paper), we returned to camp
and feasted .on homemade chili, .....~
compliments of Jeanne and her- ~
family, with far-out cakes for
dessert contributed by Alan and
his clan. It was easy living.
The evening· was another
mellow one, minus a few persons
who had to leave unexpectedly
after the tour, .and plus the
Starrs entourage which had ..
arrived that afternoon. The
evening ·was warmer (only into
the 20's that night), and we'd
more time to gather firewood,
The nioon, for the second
LONG COURSE: Jan. 22 - Feb. 17, 1973
STANDARD COURSE: Jan. 22 - Feb.I7, 1973
Two Sections - 6:30 &8:45 p.m.
ACCELERATED COURSE:· Feb. - Feb. 17, 1973
. The author exposed
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JUST 2 MINUTES FROM GWU
OLVERSON
BAR REVIEW
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA BAR REVIEW. .
ANNOUNCEMENTS OF _COURSES·FEBRUARY, 1973
V.A. APPROVED
Tele: 659·1722
1819 H sr., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
On Wednesday, November 8, 1972
in Room 426 of Marvin Center
At 8:30 p.m.
The Program Board will hold its
First student - input session.
At this session the Program Board
Will hear student suggestions and
Complaints about university programming.
This is a good opportunity for all
Segments of the university community
To make their desires known to the
Program Board.
